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Abstract. The interaction of a fusion reactor plasma with the first wall materials involves
a complex multitude of interlinked physical and chemical effects. Hence modern theoretical
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simulation approaches suitable for different length and time scales in connection with each
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modification, especially on swift chemical sputtering, mixed material formation and hydrogen
isotope retention in tungsten.
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1. Introduction
In tokamak-like fusion reactors [1, 2] intended for practical power production, the plasma
confinement is not – and should not be – perfect. Since the D+T nuclear fusion reaction
produces He, which no longer undergoes fusion at a meaningful rate, this He needs to be
pumped out from the reactor. All modern tokamak-like reactors are hence designed to have a
divertor at the bottom of the reactor, where the He is pumped out, see Fig. 1 (it is also possible
to have another divertor at the top in a so called double-null configuration, implemented at
least in the EAST tokamak [3]). The plasma properties are such that the divertor is subject
to a considerably high (of the order of 1020 ions/cm2 s) flux of H isotopes with energies of the
order of 1 - 100 eV. Some leakage occurs also at much lower fluxes at the main wall, but the
energy of the impinging particles can be much higher, up to the order of 1 MeV [4]. Hence the
plasma-facing parts of the first wall are exposed to continuous irradiation by energetic ions
and neutral atoms. The whole reactor is at the same time also subject to neutron irradiation
that damages the materials [5, 6] but discussion of this topic, although very interesting, is
outside the scope of this article.
The effects of energetic ion irradiation on materials have been extensively studied for
more than a hundred years [7, 8] due to their relevance for Rutherford scattering [9, 10], ion
beam analysis [11], thin film production [12, 13, 14], semiconductor technology[15, 16] and
most recently the possibility to synthesize and modify nanomaterials with them [17], just to
name a few examples.
Due to the long and extensive study of the effects of radiation on materials, it is known
that the irradiation can lead to a large variety of outcomes on the material depending on ion
species, energy and incoming angle as well as the type and temperature of the irradiated
material. The initial stage of materials modification is known as a collision cascade, and
its basic physics is illustrated in Fig. 2. Many of the known effects resulting from single
and multiple cascades are summarized schematically in Fig. 3. The figure illustrates that
the effects which can occur are complex, and understanding them requires a very good
understanding of both the penetration mechanisms of energetic particles (essentially a variety
of nuclear physics) and materials physics and chemistry.
All of the effects shown in Fig. 3 can occur in fusion reactors, although some are more
likely than others, depending on the design. For instance, in a reactor consisting of only
metal parts, amorphous zones do not form (pure elemental metals cannot be amorphised
[21]) except possibly in metal alloys that may have formed due to erosion, transport and
redeposition. Other effects such as sputtering of the wall material [50], blistering [51] and
tritium retention [52, 53] can be very serious problems and possibly even showstoppers for
the design of commercially viable fusion power plants. Hence understanding of the plasmawall irradiation in fusion reactors requires a good understanding of relevant ion irradiation
effects on materials.
Fusion reactors are, however, even more complex than a typical ion irradiation setup
based on an accelerator, as sputtering of materials from the first wall can change the plasma
properties [54, 50], which in turn can change the surface irradiation conditions. Hence
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Figure 1. Cross section of the ITER [2] tokamak design. The black circle at the bottom shows
the divertor region. In the current official design of ITER; the divertor plasma-facing parts
are composed of C and W, and the main wall is lined with Be. However, very recently the
scientific advisory committee of ITER recommended leaving out the carbon completely for
cost-saving purposes [18].

the total process is a complex feedback process, and full description requires a combined
materials and plasma simulation approach. Ultimately, a too high erosion of heavy (highZ) particles into the core plasma can cool it down and extinguish it [2], which of course
means that for power-plant operation the erosion must be well controlled. In this Review we
do, however, focus on reviewing the science of the plasma-material interaction itself, as this
already offers a fascinatingly complex and challenging field of study.
As figure 3 illustrates, the physics and chemistry of plasma-wall interactions is
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Figure 2. Illustration of the physics of collision cascades. At high kinetic energies (& 1
keV) an incoming ion and the recoils (black) collide only occasionally and travel in almost
straight paths between the collisions. They lose energy during the collision and continuously to
electronic friction. This phase, which can be described by the binary collision approximation
(BCA) method, leads primarily to point defect production and single atom sputtering. When
they have slowed down sufficiently, a dense region of many-body collisions known as a heat
spike can form [19, 20, 21]. In such regions complex damage such as dislocations [22] and
craters [23, 24] can form.

complicated and encompasses more than 10 orders of magnitude in time and length scales.
The initial ballistic collisions between atoms occur on femtosecond time scales [21], while for
instance ripple and fuzz formation can take seconds or minutes to become significant [37, 48].
Similarly, even though a single high-energy collision involves impact parameters of the order
of 1 Å [55], the size of blisters can be tens of microns [42] and strain effects can cause
bending of macroscopic Si wafers [56]. Hence no single materials modelling tool can be used
to examine all aspects of plasma-wall interactions, and it is natural that multiscale modelling
methods have been taken into use to examine them. The concept of how different multiscale
simulation methods can be used to model different length and time scales is illustrated in
general in Fig. 4, and also the range that is relevant to the international ITER reactor, currently
under construction in the EU, is shown. In a power-plant scale reactor (the first of which is
known as DEMO in the current fusion roadmaps) the operation times would be so long that
the whole time range would be relevant.
In this Review, our aim is to provide an overview of multiscale modelling methods
of relevance to fusion plasma-wall interaction modelling, and provide representative recent
examples of their use. We do not, however, attempt to provide a comprehensive review of
all modelling work on plasma-wall interactions in fusion, as the entire literature is much
larger than what can be included in a relatively concise topical review like the current one.
The rest of the Review is organized as follows. In the subsections of Section 2 we present
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of physical effects that can occur during ion irradiation
of materials. Note that a single kind of ion irradiation on the same material cannot lead to all
these effects, but this illustration shows possible effects that are known to occur for some ions
on some materials. The left side shows effects known to occur when a single ion irradiates
a material. These include sputtering (atom erosion due to the high energy of the impacting
particle) [7, 25, 26], production of point defects [21], cratering [27, 28], implantation [29],
and direct formation of extended defects such as dislocations [30, 31], stacking fault tetrahedra
[32, 33, 34] and amorphous regions [35, 36]. For prolonged irradiation, i.e. when multiple ions
impact on the same region of material, several additional effects can results from the damage
buildup. Right, top: prolonged irradiation can for certain incidence angles and materials
lead to surface nanostructuring in ripple-like forms [37]. Right, second from top: buildup
of the implanted ions can lead to formation of precipitates (nanoclusters) and [38, 39], bubble
formation [40, 41], which can eventually lead to blisters on the surface [42]. Right, third
from top: especially in semiconductors and insulators, radiation can lead to the formation of a
continuous amorphous region [43, 44, 45, 46]. Right, bottom: some materials such as Ge and
W form a highly porous surface layer after prolonged irradiation with certain ions [47, 48, 49]
– the case of He irradiation in W is now considered a serious issue for fusion reactors.

briefly the physical principles of the most commonly used methods in current irradiation
materials science, comment on their relevance to fusion plasma modelling, and provide
references for readers wanting deeper information. In section 3 we describe the swift chemical
sputtering mechanism that has proven to be highly relevant specifically for fusion plasma-wall
interactions. In section 4 we discuss the formation of mixed materials, which is a serious
issue in reactors due to redistribution of plasma impurities. Finally in section 5 we discuss
how atomistic simulations tools can be combined with rate equations to model H behaviour
in reactor W on macroscopic timescales.
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Figure 4. Rough description of the approximate time and length scales that can be handled
with some of the most common materials simulation methods in general. The inner box
emphasises the point that since ITER won’t be a continuously running machine, with respect
to radiation effects there won’t be a total damage buildup time that would be of the some order
as the years relevant to fission and fusion power plants. For the same reason it is unlikely
the damage effects would build up to macroscopic length scales. BCA is an abbreviation for
binary collision approximation and DFT for density-functional theory. All the methods are
described at length in the main text.

2. Multiscale modelling
2.1. Density-functional theory (DFT)
The density-functional theory (DFT) approach [57, 58] is based on two theorems by
Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham, which state that (1) the ground state energy of a non-degenerate
electronic state is a unique functional of its density and (2) the energy can be obtained by
variation of the universal density functional with respect to the charge density. This implies
that calculation of the wavefunction of a many-electron system is not required in order to
find the total energy, but that it is enough to know only the charge density. This leads to
a major reduction of the computational complexity compared to solving the true all-electron
Schrödinger equation. However, the exact density functional is not known, and many different
approximate functionals are used instead. Often these are chosen based on what compares best
to experiments, and thus DFT is not necessarily a fully ab initio method in the sense of using
no empirical input.
DFT-based and other quantum mechanical methods have a high accuracy but are
computationally very expensive; simulations are normally limited to systems composed of
a few hundred atoms and picosecond time scales (cf. Fig. 4). This makes the use of such
methods impractical for tackling most radiation-related problems, e.g., formation of defects
in collision cascades or direct dynamical simulations of defect diffusion. However, in some
limited low-energy cases, direct quantum mechanical simulation of radiation-induced defect
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production has been achieved [59, 60, 61]. More commonly DFT is used to obtain the energies
and diffusion behaviour of defects (for a few examples in different classes of materials see e.g.
[62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72]), which can be very useful for examining H and He
behaviour in fusion reactor materials . An example of such usage is given in section 5.
2.2. Binary-collision approximation (BCA)
The binary collision approximation is the oldest computer simulation approach for calculating
the passage of ions in solids [55, 73]. In this approach, the passage of an ion in a material
(solid, liquid or gas) is calculated as a sequence of independent binary collisions by solving
the classical scattering integral for purely repulsive interatomic potentials [55, 74]. The BCA
code TRIM/SRIM [75, 76, 77] is widely used in the ion irradiation field due to its convenient
graphical user interface and extensive database of electronic stopping powers. It (as well
as most BCA codes developed specifically for fusion simulations [78, 79]) uses a random
(“Monte Carlo”) algorithm to select the impact parameter of the next colliding atom as well
as its type. The solution of the integrals of motion results in precise scattering angles for
both the projectile and the target atom. Hence it can describe fairly accurately amorphous
materials. Some BCA codes can also describe crystals, such as MARLOWE [55, 80] and
“Crystal-TRIM” [81].
The BCA method has several limitations. It is not able to distinguish when a cascade
goes over from the linear cascade to the heat spike regime, but keeps treating the collisions
as independent binary collisions regardless of the collision density. Because of this, its range
of physical validity for single ions is limited to sub-ps timescales (cf. Fig. 4). Although
it can be used to estimate damage production (basically by counting recoils that exceed the
threshold displacement energy) [82], it cannot tell anything about the atomic structure of these
defects. The description of sputtering or other surface effects (important in nanosystems)
is problematic as the inherent algorithm does not have a unique way of describing the
atom binding at surfaces [83, 84]. Nevertheless, BCA often gives reasonable deposited
energy and range distributions and primary recoil spectra for a wide range of materials
[85, 86, 87, 88, 79, 89, 90, 91], and it is orders of magnitude more efficient than molecular
dynamics simulation.
Due to its efficiency, the BCA method is of particular interest for the fusion community
because of at least two reasons: it can be coupled concurrently with plasma simulation codes
such as ERO [92], and it can (together with appropriate statistics-collecting algorithms) be
used to track material mixing due to ion implantation and surface composition change due
to preferential sputtering. The BCA code TRIDYN [78] was developed particularly for
simulating composition changes as a function of depth [86, 93, 94], and its successor code
SDTrimSP [95] can do this also as a function of lateral surface position and height.
2.3. Molecular dynamics (MD)
In molecular dynamics (MD), Newton’s equations of motion are numerically solved to
determine the time evolution of a system of interacting objects [96, 97]. It is a very widely
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used method to study all kinds of atomic-level physics, chemistry and biological issues
[98, 99], and by no means specific to radiation effects. For simulation of radiation effects,
the basic MD methods [96] need to be amended with a few solutions specific to radiation
effects. These include accounting for electronic stopping as a frictional force [100], joining
the equilibrium interatomic potentials with realistic high energy repulsive interactions[75],
and making the time step adaptive to the maximum kinetic energy and force in the system
in the ballistic phase of the cascade [100] while reducing it to a normal constant equilibrium
time step after the cascade. Also, the radiation effect simulations cannot be carried out in any
thermodynamic equilibrium ensemble as the initial collisional stage is not a thermodynamic
system at all because the collisions occur faster than the relaxation time of the solid. Hence
typically the central part of the system is treated with direct solution of Newton’s equations
of motion, while the boundary regions far from the collision zone are cooled down to remove
the excess energy introduced in the system [101, 17].
MD is very well suited to examine the nuclear collision and heat spike aspects (cf.
Fig. 2) of primary radiation damage, as with current computers it is possible to simulate
the entire extent of collision cascade evolution both in space (up to length scales of hundreds
of nanometers in three dimensions) and time (up to nanoseconds) [102]. MD simulations
require the forces as the starting point for solving the equations of motion. The forces can be
obtained directly from DFT or with classical interatomic potentials. As DFT MD simulations
are still limited to a few hundreds of atoms [61], classical (empirical, analytical) potentials
remain the method of choice for high-energy radiation effect simulations, as these typically
involve at least tens of thousands of atoms.
Potentials exist for a wide range of systems and purposes. However, when simulating
radiation effects, it is crucial to select potentials that allow for bond breaking and reformation,
ruling out the use of most molecular mechanics force fields [98]. For carbon-based systems,
the Brenner potential [103] and its extensions [104, 105] as well as the ReaxFF formalism
[106] allow for bond breaking. The Brenner potential has proven to be quite useful for
modelling effects of fusion reactor hydrogen isotopes impacting on carbon-based reactor
materials [107, 108, 109, 60, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115], as will be discussed further
in section 3.1.
For metals, the Finnis-Sinclair and embedded-atom method potentials and their
functional equivalents are widely used, [116, 117, 118, 119, 120] while for covalently bonded
materials Tersoff-like bond order potentials [121, 103, 122] have proven to be quite successful.
For compounds of different types of materials, far fewer potentials are available, but since the
Tersoff and Finnis-Sinclair-like potentials are fundamentally similar [103, 123], a Tersofflike formalism has proven to be useful in development of potentials for carbides, oxides and
nitrides.[123, 124, 125, 126, 127].
To enable fusion-reactor plasma-wall interaction modelling in an ITER-like environment
involving Be, W and possibly also C, interatomic potentials for the entire Be-W-CH quaternary system in the Tersoff-like potential formalism [126, 128, 129] have been
developed, using the well-tested Brenner potential for C-H [103] as a basis. Specifics of
this potential will be discussed in section 4.2.1. Later specific potentials better optimized for
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W and W-H have been added to the list of ITER-relevant potentials [130, 131].
2.4. Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC)
The main limitation of MD is the time scale. The MD time step is of the order of 1 fs,
and cannot be increased in a general non-equilibrium situation. For systems involving welldefined transitions from one state to another, several speedup schemes exist [132, 133, 134],
however, these do not generally work well in amorphous materials. This limits most MD
simulations to nanosecond time scales. As a direct consequence, most diffusion and other
long-time scale evolution processes are not accessible by MD.
Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) methods can sometimes solve this problem [135, 136, 137,
138]. The method takes as input the rates of relevant processes in a system, which typically
are the defect migration rates and flux of incoming ions, and simulates the time evolution of
the atoms or objects. The algorithm selects the processes proportional to their rates, so no
computational capacity is lost in time steps with no events occurring.
The time in KMC advances stochastically, but on average as ∆t = 1/R where R is the sum
of all rates ri in the system. Hence if fast-moving objects vanish from the simulation due to
e.g. recombination, the high values of ri vanish from the sum R = ∑ ri . This makes R decrease
and hence the time advancement ∆t increase. Thus a KMC simulation may speed up in the
evolvement of real time as a system develops, which is a major advantage to simulations.
There are many varieties of KMC. In atomic kinetic Monte Carlo (AKMC) simulations
all atom coordinates are included but only one or a few defects (typically vacancies) at a time
are moving [139]. In other modifications of the method, only the mobile defects are followed,
and the lattice atoms are not explicitly described at all (such methods are known as object,
reaction, event, or first-passage kinetic Monte Carlo, i.e. OKMC [140, 141], RKMC, EKMC
[142] or FPKMC [143], respectively). Since only the objects of interest are simulated, this
allows for simulation of macroscopic time (up to several hours) and length scales.
KMC simulations have been used to examine many aspects of hydrogen diffusion in
fusion first wall-relevant conditions, especially for carbon-based materials [144, 145, 146]
and W [147, 139, 141, 148]. We consider it likely that the use of different varieties of this
group of methods will further increase as knowledge of the defect diffusion properties needed
as the input for KMC keeps increasing.
2.5. Discrete dislocation dynamics (DDD)
Discrete dislocation dynamics aims to model the behaviour of dislocations [149, 150] by
describing a dislocation line as a sequence of connected line segments. These line segments
interact with each other via their strain fields, which for isotropic materials are known
analytically [150]. Taking into account crystal anisotropy is challenging, but advances have
been made towards this goal recently [151, 152]. Once the interaction strength is known, the
motion of dislocations is solved with the same basic principle as atom motion is solved in
MD. The segments are given a fictitious mass that gives them reasonable velocities compared
to experimental observations.
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Figure 5. In RE, the positions of the wanted entities are represented as concentration profiles.
Usually, only solution in one dimension is needed.

DDD is in principle a very powerful tool to predict the mechanical response of materials
(especially metals where dislocation dominate the mechanical behaviour on the macroscopic
scale) to external deformation, and some studies have given insight of plastic behaviour
of materials [153]. Unfortunately the knowledge of dislocation reactions and formation
mechanisms needed to parametrize DDD is incomplete. Hence currently there are extensive
activities ongoing to use MD modelling to determine dislocation reactions that can be used to
develop the DDD methods further, see e.g. [154, 155, 156, 157].
DDD is not likely of major relevance for plasma-wall interactions in ITER, as the total
radiation doses there are not high enough to induce major mechanical property changes in the
W. However, at the DEMO/power plant stage, major materials modification at the divertor is
expected due to the combined ion and neutron fluxes [148], and also DDD will likely get into
use for plasma-wall interaction modelling.
2.6. Rate equations (RE)
To be able to simulate long time (seconds to years) and large volume (corresponding to > 1015
atoms) processes, so called rate equations (RE), also called rate theory can be used. The
RE formalism comes from the Continuity Equation, Transition State Theory [158, 159] and
the Theory of sink strengths [160, 161]. The positions of the considered defects, atoms or
impurities are transformed to concentration distributions, see Fig. (5), and these are solved
numerically. Note that the inputs to RE modelling are from a physical point of view essentially
the same as those for KMC (albeit used in a different form). As RE are a fully continuum
method, they have the advantage that they can treat fully macroscopic time and length scales,
at least for 1D profiles. To simulate a system with 3D information stored of the system state,
also rate equations become computationally challenging.
The number of atoms vs. simulation time for different simulation methods are
summarized in Fig. 4, but note that the rapid increase in computational capacity changes this
estimation continuously. Section 5 gives an example of the use of rate equations for fusion
modelling.
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2.7. Finite-Element Modelling (FEM)
The basic idea of finite-element modelling (FEM) of materials is to describe an object of
arbitrary size as a set of connected triangles (2D) or prisms (3D). The size of these prisms
can change based on an external mechanical load in a way that is consistent with the elastic
constants of a material. In its basic implementation, FEM can simulate elastic deformation
of materials, both for isotropic and anisotropic materials, and can for known elastic constants
achieve an arbitrarily accurate solution of the elastic deformation. The size of the prisms can
be widely varying in different regions of space and there is no inherent limit to what their
size can be, which makes FEM well suited to study macroscopic objects. Moreover, with
algorithmic extensions and proper parametrization from experiments or lower-level methods,
FEM can be extended to also describe plastic deformation [162, 163].
The major limit of FEM is that it does not have any information of atoms, although
it is possible to make a multiscale combination of FEM and atomic simulations like MD
[164, 165, 166].
FEM is very widely used to examine mechanical properties of macroscopic objects,
and is a standard tool in the materials manufacturing industry. In this respect, the design
of the entire ITER reactor is strongly dependent on FEM, and it can also be used to model
e.g. the change of the mechanical size of the divertor components due to thermal expansion
under the heat cycling of ITER. Since the heat is coming from particles (electrons, ions and
light) escaping the plasma, in one way FEM modelling is also relevant to fusion plasma-wall
interactions. In the more focused sense of this article of considering materials damage by
plasmas, FEM is also relevant for modelling the macroscopic behaviour if the changes of the
mechanical properties by radiation are taken into account in a FEM model. However, as noted
above for DDD, ITER is not likely to be subject to major changes of the mechanical response,
and hence the radiation damage plasma-wall relevance of FEM will be more significant at the
DEMO/power plant stage.
3. Swift chemical sputtering
3.1. Carbon and other covalently bonded materials
The bombardment of carbon-based materials by low-energy (1-100 eV) H isotopes (H, D
or T) is still of great interest in nuclear fusion reactors, since carbon composites were for
a long time considered the materials of choice for the reactor first wall, are still used in
several existing reactors such as JT-60 [167], and will be used in future machines such as the
Wendelstein-7X stellerator [168]. Carbon in different graphitic forms has several advantages
for fusion, such as a very good thermal stability up to high temperatures, relatively low cost,
and low atomic number Z (impurities in the main fusion plasma cool it down as Z 2 – Z 4
depending on which process is considered). Experiments have shown that the lowest part
of the reactor, the divertor, is eroded by the incoming H due to sputtering of hydrocarbon
molecules [169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176]. The mechanism behind this effect was
long unclear [177, 173] since at the lowest energies (1 - 10 eV) physical sputtering of the wall
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is impossible.
At high temperatures it is known that H atoms can enter the amorphous hydrogenated
carbon (a-C:H) samples and change locally the bonding structure, resulting in the formation
of a weakly bound molecule which can migrate to the surface and desorb [54]. This requires
thermal activation, however, and hence it cannot explain the observation that the desorption
rate is the same between liquid nitrogen and room temperature [178].
Using MD simulations of the bombardment process, a new kind of chemical sputtering
mechanism which can lead to instantaneous erosion of hydrocarbon species from surfaces has
been discovered [107, 108, 109, 60]. The nature of the mechanism is easiest to understand by
considering the model system of one H atom colliding with a C-C dimer. The most symmetric
case possible is the one where the H atom moves perpendicular to the chemical bond towards
the middle of it, see Fig. 6. The momentum transfer in the y direction can be calculated [60]
as
Z∞

py =
−∞

H
)dt ≈ f¯y τ̄,
fy (t, Ekin

(1)

H the initial kinetic energy of the H
where fy is the force acting on the carbon atoms and Ekin
atom. To enable easier understanding, the integral is simplified to be a product f¯y τ̄, where f¯y
is an effective average force during the collision, and τ̄ an effective average time the H atom
spends in the area of the C-C bond.
H is low, the H atom returns back without entering
If the kinetic energy of the H ion Ekin
the region between the C atoms. Then f¯y and the y momentum are small and the bond is
not broken (Fig. 6 top). When the initial kinetic energy of the impinging particle is high
enough for the H atom to stay for a (relatively) long time τ̄ in the region between the atoms,
the bond breaks (Fig. 6 middle). If the initial kinetic energy is even higher, the bond breaking
ceases (Fig. 6 bottom). This is because, although f¯y is large, the particle spends too little
time between the carbon atoms to cause any bond breaking ( τ̄ is short). Thus there is a finite
energy window in which the bond breaking can occur. The characteristic time of this process
is very short, of the order of 10 fs. Because the mechanism involves atom bonding, requires
kinetic energy and is rapid, it was named “swift chemical sputtering” [179].
To rule out the possibility that the mechanism would be an artifact of a particular
interatomic potential, it has been shown that the effect occurs as described above using three
varieties of the Brenner potential [103, 105, 104], as well as in a tight-binding quantum
mechanical framework which is completely independent of the classical simulations [60].
This model system was also examined with He, and found that also it can lead to bond
breaking, albeit with a clearly lower cross section.
In addition to the study of the dimer model system, extensive simulations of H, D and T
bombardment of actual a-C:H material have been carried out. The main results obtained can
be summarized as follows. It was shown that the swift chemical sputtering (SCS) mechanism
leads to sputtering of small hydrocarbon molecules down to energies of about 2 eV, and that
the sputtering yields obtained are in the experimental range of yields [109, 110]. It was also
observed that the sputtering yields are highly sensitive to the detailed surface structure [180],
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of the swift chemical bond breaking in a carbon dimer.
Depending on the energy three different outcomes are possible. Top right: incoming energy
too low, hydrogen does not penetrate bond, no bond breaking. Middle right: suitable energy,
hydrogen penetrates bond and slows down so much there is sufficient time for bond breaking.
Bottom right: hydrogen penetrates bond rapidly, there is not sufficient time for momentum
transfer, and bond does not break. Adapted from Ref. [60].

and that for high fluxes a H supersaturation can form on the surface, which can reduce the C
sputtering by an order of magnitude [107]. These observations explain experimental results
on the same systems. The temperature dependence of the sputtering yield was also examined,
offering a possible explanation to why the yield had a maximum at about 700-900 K [109]
(although the so called Küppers cycle [54] is certainly also active at these high temperatures).
Most recently, we have found that even if 10% of the bombarding particles are He, Ne or Ar,
with the same energy as the incoming H, the erosion yield does not change appreciably (more
than ∼ 10 %) compared to the case of bombardment with H only [181].
Several groups have carried out similar simulations of H bombardment of carbon-based
materials and found essentially the same mechanism to be active [111, 112, 113]. These
simulations have also revealed several other aspects of the SCS mechanism carbon, such as
its angular dependence [112], effect of electronically excited states [114], cobombardment
with plasma impurities [115], high-flux effects [182], isotope effects [183], as well as the
effect of sample structure [111]. The simulated yields have also been found to be in good
agreement with experiments [110, 113].
Also the effect of doping carbon materials with other elements on the sputtering have
been studied [184, 185]. For instance, several studies showed that Si concentrations around
(5 – 10 at.%) reduce chemical sputtering yields by a factor of 2 – 3 compared to pure graphite
[186, 187, 188, 189]. This effect was qualitatively reproduced in MD simulations [190].
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Although reduction of the swift chemical sputtering carbon erosion yield is thus possible,
the effect is essentially impossible to avoid for covalently bonded materials as it only requires
a single H isotope of suitable energy to penetrate between two carbon atoms. This leads to
the fact that any carbon-containing reactor will always suffer some erosion in the form of
hydrocarbons. These can drift elsewhere in the reactor and redeposit, leading to the buildup
of tritium-containing thin films [93] which are very difficult to remove, and can lead to the
legal limits for tritium inventory to be exceeded [50, 53, 191]. This is the reason why carbon
is not considered to be used in the D+T phase of ITER.
All of this work focused on carbon due to its importance in fusion reactors. Since our
argument for how the bond breaking occurs is a very generic one and the time-dependent bond
breaking argument is in no way specific to carbon, however, it is reasonable to assume that it
might also occur in other covalently bonded materials. As a test case, Si was considered, and
it was shown that it does, indeed, also sputter by the same mechanism [192].
3.2. Metals
3.2.1. Dimer model applied to metals Since SCS involves bond breaking, the authors finding
it, originally believed that it is natural only to covalent materials and that it would not occur in
metals due to their non-directional bonding [192]. Later, the same authors found that applying
the dimer model described above to the Be dimer, a similar bond-breaking occurs [193, 194],
indicating that SCS also could be present in the metal Be. (A bond in metals is here defined
as the attraction between lattice atoms.) The difference compared to the C dimer breaking
lies only in the lower required energy, due to the different bond strengths. Even the mixed
Be-W and Be-C dimers are seen to break when a H isotope penetrates in between the atoms.
Bond breaking for a pure W material is, on the other hand, highly unlikely due to large mass
differences between the H and W atoms and related weak momentum transfer [193, 195].
A real surface is naturally much different from a collection of dimers. For instance, the
coordination number Z of atoms located at the surface changes during irradiation (in the case
of Be, it could range from only 1 to the ideal surface coordination Z = 9 or bulk hcp Z = 12),
atoms can be manifold connected to not only other substrate atoms but also to added plasma
or impurity atoms. Hydrocarbon chains are common on hydrogenated carbon surfaces, sub
surface bubbles can form and the surface can be depleted on substrate atoms if the incoming
ion flux is very high. All of this affects the ability of the substrate atom to be sputtered and a
break-up during the simple dimer simulations does not therefore by default lead to actual Be
sputtering through the SCS mechanism.
3.2.2. MD simulations of chemical sputtering in Be Moving from the dimer model to
modelling a real surface irradiation event is possible by simulating bombardment of small
surface slabs using MD (a typical cell contains a few thousand atoms). The simulations are
done either cumulatively or non-cumulatively. The cumulative simulations are performed to
mimic an evolving surface but due to extensive computational cost per impact, the flux and
fluence of the incoming ions are usually restricted to a few thousand bombardments impacting
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at a flux of ∼ 1028 m−2 s−1 . A uniform bombardment of the surface is simulated by shifting
the cell randomly in x and y directions (z is defined as the surface coordinate and is nonperiodic) before each impact and allowing the whole cell to relax at a chosen temperature
in between. Fixing of the bottom atom layers keeps the cell in place and an infinite lattice
is mimicked by keeping the cell borders at the desired temperatures at all times. Lengthy
calculations are avoided when performing non-cumulative simulations. The surface evolution
is then not of interest, but the focus is shifted to the interaction between a pure surface
(alternatively a somehow prepared/modified or amorphous surface) and the irradiating species
in an equilibrium situation. The two methods may give differing results, for instance when
the impurity surface concentration plays a role [196].
Simulating D irradiation of Be surfaces reveals that SCS is indeed present in Be and
furthermore an important erosion mechanism [197]. The release of BeD molecules already at
low impacting ion energies, 7 eV, is the result.
Snapshots of a sputtering event where a 10 eV D ion is bombarding a Be surface is
illustrated in Fig. 7. At the end, the incoming D ion is sputtered away as part of a D2 molecule
and an energy analysis shows that is has lost more than 90% of its initial kinetic energy. This
loss of energy is a gain in potential energy of the Be atoms with which it interacts. Between
figure A and B, the D ion collides with a Be atom, losing about 6 eV in the process. The
rest of its kinetic energy is lost when it penetrates in between the Be atoms in C-E. In total,
the D ion has caused five Be-Be bonds to break. Initially, four D ions were neighbours to the
sputtered Be, but only one of these (number 2 in the snapshots) was sputtered together with
the Be (a neighbour is defined as an atom being inside the cutoff range of the potential).
The top surface structure, or more precisely the neighbouring surroundings of a Be
surface atom, is a highly important factor in the sputtering process. Since a 7 eV D ion is
able to sputter a Be atom, the Be atom must be weakly bonded to the surface. This indicates
that is has only a few bonds to other Be surface atoms. Example energies per bond in the
above mentioned simulations for a surface Be atom with 9 Be neighbours are, on average,
0.30±0.01 eV and with 6 Be neighbours 0.36 ±0.02 eV. Calculating the same energies when
a few D bonds are present results in: 9 Be and 2 D bonds = 0.25±0.01 eV, 6 Be and 3 D bonds
= 0.28±0.02 eV [197]. At low bombarding energies, the amount of initial Be neighbours to
sputtered Be atom is less than the amount in high energy cases where it reaches the ideal one
of 9 of a hcp (0001) surface, which is explained by the larger penetration depths of the D ions
at higher energies. Due to the same reason, the amount of D neighbours shows the opposite
trend, meaning that the Be atoms in the low energy bombarding cases have a higher possibility
to be weakly bonded to the surface and as such also to be easily eroded.
The mean release energy of BeD is around 2 eV, agreeing with observations that the
molecules are released with much higher energy than that corresponding to the surface
temperature [198]. Their release angles form a cosine distribution around the surface normal.
The chemical sputtering, here defined as the release of BeD molecules from the Be
surfaces, is hence an essential factor in low energy bombardment regime. At 7-20 eV, the
fraction of Be sputtered as BeD molecules (including BeD2 ) can be as high as 100% (see
Fig. 8). As the impact energy increases, Be atoms are released also via physical sputtering,
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Figure 7. Snapshots at six different times during of a sputtering event. The D ions are
represented by the small light gray spheres and the Be atoms are the larger dark spheres
(colours on-line). The arrows in the last snapshot (F) show in which direction the sputtered D2
and BeD molecules are moving.

lowering the BeD molecular fraction.
Performing non-cumulative simulations of D impacting on a pure Be surface would result
in a much higher sputtering threshold than in the cumulative case [196]. This is due to the
lack of D ions accumulated in the surface, meaning that all Be atoms are strongly bonded
to the surface and therefore require relatively much kinetic energy to be released from the
surface. Non-cumulative simulations using surfaces with added D (e.g. taking the final cell
structure after cumulative bombardments), result in a more realistic threshold. Using cells
corresponding to any real fusion reactor wall element or experimental sample would be ideal,
however, parameters such as the structure of and D content in the samples are often difficult
to quantify and therefore not well known.
BeD molecules are also released from BeW surfaces during MD simulations [194]. The
addition of W in the surface makes the contribution of the chemical branch less prominent
compared to pure Be surfaces, especially if the top layers are dominated by W, which could
be a result of preferential sputtering of the lighter element Be.
3.2.3. Experimental observations of BeD molecules BeD molecules have also been observed
during experiments, both in the linear plasma device PISCES-B [198] and in the TOKAMAK
JET [199, 200]. In PISCES-B, the molecular release has been found to be dependent on
the incoming D ion energy, showing a similar trend as in the MD simulations (see Fig.
8), but also on the surface temperature of the exposed Be sample. At high temperatures,
the BeD spectroscopic signal, and hence the contribution to the sputtering coming from the
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Figure 8. The fraction of Be sputtered as BeD molecules as a function of incoming D ion
energy during MD simulations and measured in the PISCES-B facility [197].

molecules, is seen to decrease in comparison to lower temperatures. This has been related
to the decomposition of BeD2 molecules on the Be surface. After a peak at around 440 K,
D2 molecules are released from the beryllium hydride ones and therefore lower the chance of
BeD release [198].
Recent observations in JET also support this temperature dependency [191]. When
measuring the BeD signal from Be tiles in the first wall, a significant intensity drop is
observed between surface temperatures of around 500 K and 700 K. Gas balance calculations
revealed that the chemical sputtering contribution, i.e. the BeD molecular fraction of the total
sputtering, was around 33% at 75 eV impact energies, which agrees well with both simulated
and measured PISCES-B values.
3.2.4. Multiscale modelling of Be irradiation experiments Modeling efforts to tie the MD
simulations and experimental observations of the BeD molecules together have been done
by using the 3D plasma impurity code ERO [92, 201, 194, 202]. ERO follows particles that
are either physically or chemically eroded from different surfaces of a fusion device due to
impinging plasma ions (fuel or impurities). The released particles enter the plasma as neutrals
but at each time step, the ionization (or dissociation) probability is calculated, which depends
on the local plasma parameters (electron density and temperature) and calculated reaction
rates. Once ionized, the movement of the ions is affected by the magnetic and electric fields.
Also friction with the background plasma, thermal forces and diffusion are taken into account.
The eroded particles can return to the surface and be reflected or cause additional sputtering
or simply escape from the simulation volume.
The ERO code has been applied for modeling PISCES-B experiments aimed at
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Figure 9. The normalized light emission intensity of the BeD band. The circles represent
PISCES-B experimental results and the dotted line is simulated results. The target bias voltage
was -140 V. The data is from Refs. [202, 194].

quantifying the Be and BeD appearance near a Be target exposed to a D plasma. The
light emission from both neutral and ionized Be and the BeD band (497.3-499.2 nm) was
spectroscopically measured and the plasma parameters (electron temperature and density) and
target bias voltage were varied [202, 194]. The temperature of the target was not regulated.
MD data were used for determining the physical and chemical sputtering yield in the
ERO simulations. Assuming that the contribution to the total sputtering from the BeD branch
decreases from 100% at low impact energies to only around 20% at higher energies, resulted
in an overestimation of the sputtering when compared to the experimental observations [202].
However, since the surface temperature of the Be target was allowed to vary throughout the
experiments, the chemical branch did not follow the above trend obtained for a sample kept
at constant temperature. Instead, it showed a constant fraction at all impact energies (applied
bias voltages) of around 17%. Assuming this fraction in the simulations resulted in better
agreement [194].
Both the simulated and the measured profile of neutral BeD light as a function of distance
from the Be target in the PISCES-B device is shown in Fig. 9. The figure illustrates that
the penetration of simulated BeD molecules in the plasma is only slightly smaller than what
is observed. The small differences could be explained by an overestimation of the assumed
ionization and/or dissociation rates. In addition, since no reaction rates for this is available, the
ERO simulations did not include volumetric formation of BeD through endothermic reactions
between Be+ and D2 [198], which also could add to the differences.
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4. Mixed material development
The material that is released into the fusion plasma as a consequence of the plasma-wall
interactions, will mostly return to the wall and thus reduce the gross erosion. However,
part of the eroded species may migrate long distances and upon redeposition form layers of
co-deposits and so called mixed materials, whose composition and structure distinctly differ
from the initial wall material. The co-deposits may contain, in addition to the different wall
materials, also fuel atoms, i.e. hydrogen isotopes. The impact of these mixed materials on
fuel retention and the possible increase of erosion and degradation of thermo-mechanical
properties of such layers are issues that need to be addressed when assessing the life-time of
a fusion reactor.
Simulations provide an insight into the formation of these mixed materials on atomic
level and also give information about their erosion behaviour and retention capabilities.
4.1. The carbon-tungsten system
Mixing of W and C results in either the carbide WC or the subcarbide W2 C. Which carbide is
formed depends on the temperature, as annealing evaporated C on tungsten substrates at 970
K shows that W2 C is the dominating phase, until it is converted into WC at 1270 K [203, 204].
Ina et al.[205] have studied 10 eV - 1 keV C bombardment of initially crystalline W
surfaces using both MD and KMC in order to quantify the C deposition and reflection. At
low energies, a C layer is seen to form on top of the W surface. At the highest energies, a
mixed “hybridization layer” is formed, which, however, does not exhibit any crystallinity or
particular ordering. A steady state condition with constant sputtering of the deposited C and
bulk W atoms is reached for this mixed layer and its C sputtering is larger than that of the
deposited C layer. Atomic scale roughness not included in the KMC calculation were the
cause for different results concerning the C deposition modelled with MD and KMC.
The sputtering of WC layers due to hydrogen isotopes has been studied using MD
simulations [206, 207, 208, 195]. WC is an interesting system due to the large atom size
and mass difference of the constituents, and MD simulations of radiation of bulk WC showed
that this leads to a major elemental asymmetry in the damage production [209, 206]. Hence
it is not surprising that also the plasma-wall interactions show major elemental asymmetries.
Cumulative bombardments of both crystalline and amorphous WC surfaces with deuterium
showed that for all ion energies used (up to 1 keV), the erosion of tungsten is negligible which
is equivalent to preferential sputtering of carbon leading to a buildup of W atoms in the surface
[206, 207], agreeing with experimental findings [94].
Other findings from the simulations [206, 207, 208, 195] include the fact that the tungsten
sputtering is not enhanced for WC surfaces compared to pure W ones. The C sputtering yield,
on the other hand, are of the same order of magnitude for C and W terminated surfaces, but
the former can be larger by as much as a factor of 4, since the carbon atoms in the first surface
layer can react more easily with the incoming deuterium ions. Sputtering is seen at impact
energies as low as 10 eV, indicating that chemical sputtering, through the swift chemical
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sputtering mechanism, is present, at amounts similar to that of pure C surfaces. Furthermore,
the initially crystalline surfaces are amorphized during the cumulative bombardments. This
amorphization is most pronounced at D energies of 100 eV, where the D retention also is
the largest. The retained D, of which 33-48% are bound as D2 molecules in the sample,
hence facilitates the amorphization. Non-cumulative bombardment of amorphous surfaces
with different W content also showed preferential sputtering of C, but with a decreasing yield
as the W content increases.
4.2. The carbon-beryllium system
Only one intermediate phase of beryllium carbon has been reported [210]. This phase is the
ionic Be2 C cubic antifluorite structure, which can be described as carbon atoms occupying
fcc sites and beryllium atoms forming a cubic sublattice inside. In this way, each C atom is
surrounded by eight Be atoms.
The carbide phase has been observed to form during 5keV C+ irradiation of clean Be
surfaces [211, 204]. A high fluence is needed to reach the necessary stoichiometry for carbide
formation, and as the fluence increases, elementary C is formed as an adlayer on the top of the
carbide. The same behavior is also observed during MD simulations. Figure 10 illustrates a
Be simulation cell bombarded with 1000 C ions with an impact energy of 20 eV. A few layers
of Be2 C are observed in the mixing region as well as amorphous C at the very top surface
where the C concentration is high. The carbide is thus formed already on a pico-second time
scale.
The carbon-beryllium system has been studied also from many other points of view.
DFT calculations have suggested that beryllium carbide can form via Be diffusing into
graphite, forming first an intercalated beryllium-carbon compoint, which then undergoes a
phase transition to beryllium carbide [212]. Sang et al.have developed a multiscale particlebalance model for reaction-diffusion and hydrogen inventory modelling in porous mixed BeW-C layers [213]. Combinations of such different kinds of models will certainly lead to
increased understanding of mixed materials in fusion conditions.
4.2.1. Potentials for mixed materials The formation of areas of amorphous C on the surface
of mixed BeC materials sets certain requirements on the interatomic potentials used to
simulate sputtering by H isotopes from these materials. Incident ions with low kinetic energy
have time to react chemically with surface atoms. While a Tersoff-type potential [121],
originally developed for covalently bonded materials, can well be applied to mixed metalliccovalent systems [123] such as BeC, this potential does not capture the very particular
chemical behaviour of hydrocarbon systems.
The Brenner potential, on the other hand, is developed specifically to model
intramolecular chemical bonding in hydrocarbons [103]. Brenner used the functional form
of the Tersoff potential as a starting point, and added terms to this which account for the
forces that arise from the specific bonding behaviour of hydrocarbons.
Bond conjugation is seen in certain hydrocarbon systems, when assigning single or
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Figure 10. Structure of a Be cell bombarded with 20 eV C ions. Be2 C layers are formed in
the mixing region.

double character to bonds results in a chain of alternating single and double bonds between C
atoms, such as in aromatic rings and graphene. In these configurations the C-C bonds actually
share single and double bond character, and all are in fact of equal strength. On the other hand,
situations arise where the nearest neighborhood of an atom pair is indistinguishable from the
above configurations, yet neighboring single and double bonds do not have shared character,
but are in fact clearly double and single, respectively. This behaviour depends on the atoms
that the neighbors to the pair in question are bonded to. Thus, in order to determine whether
a bond should be purely single or double, or mixed, a potential must take into consideration a
larger area around a given bond.
The occurrence of free radicals is another special case arising in hydrocarbon systems
which is not described by a calculation of bond strength based only on immediate neighbors.
In this case a C atom does not share all its bonding electrons between its neighbors, but rather
retains a high degree of reactivity, while at the same time the existing bonds are weaker than
they would be if all electrons were involved.
Brenner’s hydrocarbon potential accounts for these particular chemical effects by
including terms dependent on the number and nature of second neighbors (i.e. neighbors
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Figure 11. Amorphous C surfaces after 2000 consecutive D impacts. The picture to the
right was simulated using a Tersoff-type potential, while to the left the Brenner hydrocarbon
potential was used. Large (grey) spheres represent C atoms and smaller pink spheres represent
D atoms.

of neighbors) to the pair whose bond is being calculated. The effect in low energy
sputtering simulations is that carbon chains along the material surface more readily become
hydrogenated, in comparison with the predictions of the pure Tersoff-type potential. This
results in a substantial sputtering yield at low energies, which is consistent with experiment
[214, 215]. The high yield is due to the formation of terminating methyl-like groups, which are
the precursors to sputtered molecules [109]. Because of this the specific surface configuration
of a sample has a large impact on the probability of chemical sputtering. Such terminating
methyl groups are not formed in simulations with a Tersoff-type potential [216]. Figure
11 shows the difference in surface structure of an amorphous C surface after consecutive
D bombardment with the two potentials.
4.2.2. MD simulations of swift chemical sputtering in BeC Surface evolution during D
irradiation, captured by cumulative bombardments, is important in the BeC system due to
the strong dependence on surface configuration of sputtering of the C component. This
is especially true when the surface contains sizeable areas of amorphous C. In order to
realistically capture the surface evolution in this case, the above mentioned chemical effects
must be included. For this mixed metallic-covalent system, a viable solution utilizing current
potentials is to simultaneously use both a Tersoff-type potential and the Brenner hydrocarbon
potential. The calculation of a given bond then depends on which species are present among
the atoms affecting the bond.
The analytical bond-order potential (ABOP) for the Be-C system [128] predicts the
formation of areas of amorphous carbon and crystalline Be2 C, when a simulation cell
containing excess C is annealed. In this way a realistic Be2 C surface with an amorphous C
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Figure 12. Sputtering yield from a mixed material surface with areas of Be2 C and amorphous
C, simulated with and without the bond-conjugation terms in the Brenner potential. [216]

area was created, and bombarded using the combined Be-C-D ABOP and Brenner potentials
[216]. Comparison to simulations using only the Be-C-D ABOP show the importance of
hydrocarbon chemical effects, especially when predicting the relative degree of sputtering of
the different surface components. Simulations with the hybrid potential show a higher degree
of C sputtering, and also the degree of molecular sputtering at lower energies was higher, as
compared to yields obtained using the pure Tersoff-type potential. The sputtering yields for
the two cases are shown in figure 12. For 10 - 50 eV ions chemical effects dominate, and
C is sputtered preferentially over Be. Between 50 and 75 eV there is a turning point, when
physical sputtering processes begin to dominate, so that above this the lighter element Be is
sputtered preferentially, despite half of the simulated surface being composed of amorphous
C.
5. To macroscopic timescales: H and He in W
5.1. H retention in W
The refractory metal tungsten (W) has extraordinary physical and thermal properties and is
intended to be used as a plasma facing component in the next step fusion device ITER. As
a first wall material in ITER, W will be subjected to both low energy, high flux hydrogen
(H) isotopes, and high energy neutrons that will create H trapping damage deep in the wall
material. The H isotope retention should be kept as low as possible for both fusion efficiency
and safety reasons. The natural and irradiation-induced traps will retain H isotopes and
especially important is the tritium (T) retention. To understand the H retention in W, RE
simulations above the displacement threshold energy Eth are considered.
The simulated and experimental deuterium (D) retention in polycrystalline W at room
temperature are compared. The D is implanted into W to a fluence of 5.8×1020 D/m2 , with
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Figure 13. Experimental and simulated D distributions in W, with implantation energies of 5,
15, and 30 keV/D, to a fluence of 5.8×1020 D/m2 .

three different implantation energies, 5, 15 and 30 keV/D, with a flux of about 3.2×1017
D/m2 s. The main impurity, excluding Mo, in the W samples was carbon (C) ∼ 10µg/g,
corresponding to about 1025 C atoms/m3 (typical high purity 99.99% polycrystalline W by
Plansee AG). The experimental details are described in [217] and RE details in [218].
An excellent agreement between the RE simulated, and all the 5, 15, and 30 keV/D
experimental D concentration profiles was found, see Fig. 13. The fraction of the retained
D, compared to the implanted fluence of 5.8×1020 D/m2 , increases rapidly from about 8% to
35% as the implantation energy increases from 5 to 30 keV/D.
The final simulation outcome after irradiation is presented in for the 5 keV/D case in
Fig. 14. The present RE simulation results give not only the total retained D, but quantitative
amounts of D trapped in each defect type. Of the total implanted D fluence 5.8×1020 D/m2 , at
5 keV about 29% is directly backscattered, 63% diffuses to the surface and desorbs to vacuum,
and only 8% is retained in the sample.
It was observed that at 5 keV, about 75% of the retained D is trapped in monovacancies
and vacancy clusters, and the rest in impurities, grain boundaries and/or dislocations,
extending deep into the sample, see Fig. 15. The maximum range for trapped D, increases
from about 2.6 µm at 5 keV, to about 4.5 µm at 30 keV. These deep extending D tails, have also
been observed in other experiments, for example by Alimov et al.[219]. At higher fluences,
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Figure 14. Data for the 5 keV/D implantation. (a) The total simulated D profile (solid line)
consists mainly of D trapped in monovacancies, while the concentration of D trapped in larger
vacancy clusters, decreases along with the cluster size. The SRIM simulation, shows the
D profile in case where the implantation would have been done at a temperature where D
is immobile (i.e. in the absence of the diffusion that is included in the rate equation (RE)
simulations). (b) Implantation induced and final defect profiles. The remaining (about 5 % of
the initially produced) self-interstitial atoms (SIAs) in the sample are in grain boundaries (G),
dislocations (ρ) and in carbon impurity SIAx clusters.
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Figure 15. The experimental and simulated 5 keV/D profiles in logarithmic scale. The
simulation was done by adding a D trapping impurity concentration of 4.5×1015 cm−3 .

the retained fraction deep in the sample, will eventually be much larger than the fraction close
to the surface, which will be especially important for tritium retention. The nature of these
deep extending traps is not clear, however. They have been observed in both polycrystalline
and single crystal material, with the mean trapped D amount being higher in coarse grained,
than in single crystal W [219], indicating that part of these D traps could be grain boundaries.
The binding of D atoms to grain boundary has been studied by Zhou et al. using DFT [220].
Their result suggests a binding energy between 0.8 and 1.5 eV, which certainly would trap D
at room temperature.
The present samples are not coarse grained, and the number of trapping sites at grain
boundaries, should not alone be sufficient to account for the experimental value of about
5×1024 /m3 . A dislocation density of about 1014 /m2 , is also too low to explain the traps.
Another additional alternative is, that D is trapped in impurities. One potential trapping
impurity present in the sample is oxygen (5 µg/g). Haasz et al. noticed that the D and O
depth profiles were quite similar in single crystal W [221]. This finding is a strong indication
that O binds D, and DFT calculations are underway to confirm this and to give a value for the
binding energy.
Fig. 14(b) shows the irradiation induced and the final defect profiles. The irradiation
induced profiles, are the sum self-interstitial atom (SIA) and vacancy profiles times the
implanted fluence. The total number of irradiation-induced vacancies and SIAs, per incoming
D, is 0.16 at 5 keV, 0.79 at 15 keV, and 1.6 at 30 keV. About 93 - 96% of these vacancies are
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Figure 16. Number of different sized C-SIA clusters for increasing implantation energy. The
mean number of SIAs per cluster is about 5 for 5 keV, 14 for 15 keV and 18 for 30 keV.

annihilated by the diffusing SIAs during the irradiation. The remaining SIAs in the sample
have been trapped by dislocations and grain boundaries and C-SIAx clusters, where x is the
number of SIAs in the cluster. The size distributions of the C-SIAx clusters are shown in
Fig. 16, where the total integrated amount of SIAs in these clusters, increases from about
2.1×1018 /m2 for 5 keV to about 8.1×1018 /m2 for 30 keV implantation. Also, the average
cluster size is seen to increase, as more SIAs are produced at higher D implantation energies.
These C-SIAx clusters could be the experimentally observed interstitial type dislocation loops
[222].
The flux of D, and the corresponding SIA production rate, is too small for producing
large SIA or D-SIA clusters. Large SIA clusters were only observed, if it was assumed that
there is an impurity that initially forms a bound complex with a SIA. This complex then serves
as a nucleation site for large impurity-SIA clusters. If the SIA production rate would be large
enough, large SIA clusters could form without the need of impurities. Further evidence for
the formation of impurity-SIA complexes, is given by the 8 keV H irradiation experiment
by Sakamoto et al.[223], showing that the interstitial dislocation loop areal density increases
when the impurity concentration increases.
A remarkable observation is that the final retained D profile, Fig. 14(a), does not
resemble neither the implanted D, nor the irradiation induced vacancy profile Fig. 14(b).
During the D induced collision cascades, the vacancies are produced on average, a bit closer
to the surface than the SIAs. The SIA-vacancy annihilation is proportional to both their
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respective concentrations, resulting in that vacancies deeper than about 30 nm, are effectively
annihilated, and therefore, the remaining vacancy profile is shifted towards the surface. Hence,
any short time and D fluence simulation method trying to produce the observed retained D
profile will fail, because the vacancy, and in the vacancies trapped D profiles will shift more
and more towards the surface with increasing D fluence.
Fig. 17 (a) shows the time evolution of the retained D during, and shortly after the 30
keV/D room temperature implantation. In the figure, three distinct regions are elucidated.
In region I, the retained D is the same as the implanted one (100% retention, backscattered
fraction excluded).
In region II, the vacancies become saturated with D, and the mean number of trapped
D per vacancy, is between five and six. All the implanted D atoms are no longer trapped,
but diffuse deeper into the sample, and to the sample surface. In Fig. 17 (b) is shown the
simultaneous onset of D atom flux to the W surface. After the implantation has stopped
(region III), the D retention drops and a remnant D flux to the W surface takes place for
about 10 min. The simulation results show that the slow decrease in the retained D, is
the detrapping of the sixth D from monovacancies (trapping energy 0.61 eV). This post
implantation effect has been seen experimentally for example by Garcı́a-Rosales et al.[224]
and Pisarev et al.[225] where the observed D2 desorption from the sample surface, resembles
the present simulated D flux to surface in Fig. 17 (b).
5.2. He bubble and fuzz formation in W
Recent experiments [48] have shown that He bombardment of W can lead to the formation
of a highly underdense fuzz-like morphology under fusion relevant conditions [226], such
as substrate temperatures of 1000 − 2000 K [227], low irradiation energies (≤ 30 eV) [228]
and He fluxes of1020 − 1023 m−2 s−1 [229]. However, the underlying mechanisms remains
unclear. Some theoretical models explain the phenomena qualitatively, for instance based on
W viscoelasticity [230], stress-driven bubble growth [231] or adatom diffusion [232]. As
a step forward, Lasa et al. [233] developed a multiscale model where insights from MD
simulations on He bubble development The model is based on the balance between the surface
growth due to the He bubble formation and consequent dislocation loop punching, and the
drop by bubble blistering, leading to a stochastic surface evolution that explains the square
root of time dependence and gives quantitative agreement with experiments (see Fig. 18).
However, no model has addressed yet key issues such as the upper and lower temperature
thresholds for the fuzz formation or the growth rate saturation with increasing the flux.
Further, the general interaction of He with the pre-existing defects in (bulk) W, including
the damage caused by energetic α (He) particles, is gaining relevance in the plasma-wall
interaction studies. For example, a detailed multiscale model was developed by Becquart al.,
combining the DFT [235, 236, 237] and KMC [238] methods, to explain the dynamics of He
and point defects in W.
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Figure 17. (a) Retained D and the mean number of D trapped per vacancy, during and after 30
keV/D room temperature implantation. (b) The flux of D atoms from bulk to sample surface.
Region I: Vacancies are slowly filling up with D, 100 % retention. Region II: Vacancies are
saturated with D, and D flux to surface starts. Region III: Weakly bound sixth D detraps from
vacancies after the implantation.

6. Summary
In this Review article, we gave an overview of the physics and chemistry of plasma-wall
interactions in tokamak-like fusion reactors, and presented some of the most commonly
used materials simulation approaches used to study these. We described the swift chemical
sputtering mechanism, and showed how it can explain the erosion of molecular species
from both carbon- and beryllium-based first wall materials. We further discussed the atomlevel mechanisms of mixed material formation of the reactors, and how binding chemistry
affects their sputtering. Finally we showed how rate equations, parametrized from lower-
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boundary exp.2 is calculated as double that of exp, accounting for factors such as the Wgrade [234]. The surface growth in MD [195] is shown for a comparison, plotted separately as
the time scales differ by 7 orders of magnitude.

level simulation methods in a multiscale scheme can be used to describe the hydrogen isotope
diffusion and retention in tungsten-based fusion reactor divertors.
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